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The Website was created to create an online existence of the Data Science and  Business 

Analytics as well the club. The website was made only after approval . The club had put in 

efforts to bring in the data for the website . 
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Need for website  

 

As promotion of the Data Science and Business Analytics course of our University was 

important , having no enough information on google about the degree . We had taken the 

initiative to make the website, were it would benefit our admissions directly as well make a 

separate identity on Web.  

 

Benefits of the Website  

 

The website has many benefits , but specifically the website will benefit our degree , 

because , all the data science courses and programs on web our either for master's or they are 

separate certificate course , but no one has a degree in B.Sc Data Science and Business Analytics 

. So thus if our website comes top in the google search , it will start bringing students from 

worldwide . The website has pages for admissions as well frequently asked questions . The 

students really get too many doubts before paying fees or applying for any course , thats the 

research , club members identified those common questions , so that students don't need to write 

emails or make phone calls to the office or visit the college for the admissions . Since admissions 

have turned to online mode , the website becomes more beneficial , as it has detailed information 

about the Data Science and Business Analytics , why HSNC University , application process, 

syllabus , Prospectus , Steps to apply , Frequently asked questions . We also have provided the 

email to contact for admissions , as well any student can drop a message for us on the website , 

from where we can make a contact to the person .  

 

The photos of the  Event on 22nd February at HSNC University with Vice Chancellor Dr. 

Hemlata Bagla and Co-ordinator Prof.  Shailaja Rane are also available on the website . The 

video shoot , promotional video for the website with Vice Chancellor Dr. Hemlata Bagla  is also 

available on the website . We are also publishing weekly articles and blogs on the website to 

keep the website content upto date . The club has appointed members for putting efforts to write 

articles , and we are publishing them every weekends .  
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Overview  

 

Number of Page :  8 pages 

Home Page : An overview of the website for the visitor to understand about the website. 

Academics Page : This page has two sub divisions , the Admissions Page , where the 

students get a detailed idea of the admission process , Eligibility Criteria how to apply and about 

the subjects . This page is a detailed informative page for the degree . The second page , 

Admissions FAQ , we have included the top question that cam eup in our mind , and we are still 

adding questions as we come to know .  

Gallery Page : This page will have all the photos posted on the website . 

Blog Page : Here we publish articles and blogs regarding data science as well general topics 

in the upcoming Publishes . Right now our Articles tema of the club has already completed 

making 30 articles for the website , but we publish them weekly . 

 

Member's Page : This page is a display page , that displays the members of the club . 

Allowing the website users to have a knowledge of the club members.  
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The website is really a good way of advertisements , thats the reason all events of the club 

will be promoted through the website . As data scientists we need data to be analysed , where we 

needed to keep contacting different people and work on their terms to analyse data , now our 

website can provide us traffic data , that means the analytics of the number of users , the realtime 

tracking of the visitors count and all deep stats of website , so our data scientist can analyse this 

data and help the website to grow more and better . 

 

Conclusion : The website has crossed the first stage the development stage , now we will 

introduce this website to the students of college and university to bring in club members as well 

admissions into the data science and business analytics .  

 

The link to the website : datascience.hsncu.com 
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